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Findings from the
HMICFRS Report

With immediate effect, chief constables should make sure:
o their force has enough analytical capability (including that
provided by road safety partnerships) to identify risks and threats
on the road network within their force area;
o that information shared by partners relating to road safety is used
effectively to reduce those risks and threats; and
o there is evaluation of road safety initiatives to establish their
effectiveness.

https://www.justiceinspecto
rates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wpcontent/uploads/roadspolicing-not-optional-aninspection-of-roadspolicing-in-england-andwales.pdf

Findings from the
HMICFRS Report

In one force whose assessment did
include roads policing, vulnerable
groups, such as motorcyclists and
road users between the ages of 17
and 24 were identified (see below,
‘Engaging with those most at risk’).
But having completed this analysis,
the force was unable to provide a
corresponding plan.

Effective analysis of information and intelligence helps to make sure that
resources are deployed in the right place, at the right time, and on the right
activity. Timely evaluation of that activity enables the police to either revise
deployments or identify what works and share best practice.
We found some notable examples of forces that recognised the value of
analysis. But in most of the forces that we visited, there was a poor
understanding of vulnerable road users, repeat offenders, or the causes of
collisions. And there is little evidence, either nationally or locally, of roads
policing activity being effectively evaluated, or of best practice being
efficiently shared.
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Survey
Responses
• 26 responses
• Some covered multiple
forces
• Some duplicate
responses
• Mainly road safety
managers, police
officers and analysts

Who is responsible for
undertaking analysis of
road risk in your
organisation?
• 2/3rds have a dedicated
analyst
• Half work with local
authority partners
• Safety camera teams also
carry out lots of analysis
• 1/3rd also use a general
intelligence officer
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Which of the following data sources are used to inform road risk in your
area?
Other (please specify):
Dashcam or other video evidence
Specific campaigns e.g. ROADPOL
Roadside checks (Fatal Four)
Fixed speed cameras
Mobile speed enforcement
Community Speedwatch
Local databases showing offences reported
Offence informatione.g. Pentip
Speed and traffic data from telematics sources…
Speed and traffic surveys (e.g. SDR or tubes)
Other incident reports (may include non-injury)
Collision investigation results
STATS19 collision data
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What actions or interventions are determined by the analysis
Partnership working

92%

Enforcement packages

92%

Funding for education and awareness…

73%

Camera site selection

62%

Equipment purchasing

62%

Prioritisation of resourcing
Prioritisation of offence types
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On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being Not at all and 10 being Completely, please
answer the following
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Best Practice
• Combining multiple data sources from
different organisations to prioritise
interventions
• We use a shared data team with our
collaborative partner Police Force. This
allows for consistency and shared best
practice.
• Data used to decide on our enforcement
priorities is kept up to date and checked
for accuracy
• We focus many of the activities around the
Fatal 5 strands and we link in nationally
with our sister forces and across the UK
through NPCC and partners.

• Dissemination of quarterly bulletins to Local Policing
Areas and Roads Policing Units, highlighting key risk
areas, vulnerable road users, prevalent times of day
for RTCs and also upcoming road safety events. This
information allows for the accurate planning of
enforcement operations as well as keeping these
units aware of events and seminars which can
enhance their existing knowledge.
• We strive to ensure all our road safety and roads
policing work is evidence led - we are far from
perfect but this direction is improving all the time
• All enforcement by the Partnership is evidence led.
The Partnership has an excellent enquiries team to
investigate those who try to escape justice. A suite
of Pentip reports highlights high profile offenders /
MO's that are known to be used to evade justice.

Analysis Examples

Staffordshire &
Leicestershire

Specific Examples -Staffordshire
Priority road user groups
2014-2018
• This document is
designed as a reference
document for the whole
partnership to clearly
identify our key priority
road user groups but
also put some context
around the risk.
• The partnership board
members will use this as
a foundation on which
to justify workstreams
and the financial
investment in road
safety education and
training, engagement,
interventions,
enforcement, etc.

Specific Examples -Staffordshire
Pedal Cycling Risk Analysis 2019
• For each of the ‘Priority road user groups’
identified on the above document, high-level risk
profiles are produced to understand the key
themes and risks that surround these individual
groups.
• The pedal cycling profile is used by partner media
and comms departments to develop road safety
messages based on the findings
• We also developed a ‘focus group’ of
representatives from all the partner agencies,
(often individuals who are keen cyclists) to
discuss the key findings and develop some ideas
around accident prevention messages and action
etc.
• These documents are used as reference guides
when specific road user ‘operations’ or weeks of
action etc are planned.

Specific Examples -Staffordshire

Specific Examples -Staffordshire
Local Area Briefing documents
• The creation of the Staffordshire Roads Policing
Unit a couple of years ago re-invigorated their
interest in Road Safety.
• The Staffs Police response to road safety comes
under the banner of “Operation Lightning”. The
Police aim for a ‘whole force’ response and
therefore bring roads safety into every level of
policing.
• We created a monthly road-safety Briefing
opportunity within the Police NIM tasking. The
monthly subject follows the NPCC National
Roads Partnership calendar focus, and provides
a brief analysis at a local level.
• These briefing slides are available to all response
officers on their mobile devices, and allows
officers to feedback on action undertaken.
• We have had a very good response from these
briefings with some excellent ad-hoc local
roadside operations organised.
• We see the results and information about these
roadside operations regularly placed on Twitter
by the local officers and the wider ranging
benefits or high vis roadside operations are
evident.

Specific Examples - Leicestershire

Specific Examples - Leicestershire
Community Concern Tasking
• Evidence led
• Speed data
• Collision records

• Flowchart determines appropriate action
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